NOTES

1. PROVIDE SUFFICIENT HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL CLEARANCE TO STREET FURNITURE AND SERVICES. REFER TO RTA ROAD DESIGN STANDARDS AND SERVICE AUTHORITY GUIDELINES.

2. PAVEMENT TO BE CONCRETE 200A WITH SL/2 STRENGTH.

3. PROVIDE CONCRETE ACCESS TO ALL ACCESS COVERS.

4. SIGNS - NO STANDING BETWEEN 7AM TO 9PM MON-FRI.

100mm MIN THICKNESS SIGNS.
SIGNS TO BE BRO COMPACTED 95% AND REFERENCING STEEL AND 150mm MIN THICKNESS.

STORMWATER PIPE

ROLL KERNS AND CUTTER

SIGN

POWER POLE

STRENGTH FOR FULLY LOADED ELEVATOR TRUCK.

CHECK VERTICAL CLEARANCE TO OVERHEAD ELECTRICAL IS SUFFICIENT IF A CRANE OR TRUCK.

ACCESS COVER

1M CONCRETE PAD AROUND

Suitable parking bay for access vehicle.

ASTRODANS STANDARD 8.8m VEHICLE

ROLL KERNS AND CUTTER